no batteries
no calibration

ever

Battle-tested, military-grade chemical warfare
detection and decontamination capability

Less expensive than
electronic detection
systems

A critical component of every Emergency Responder’s tool box

What’s included with every KeyDefense™ Kit?
LM8

Detect Agents on Surfaces
Detect nerve and blister agents on surfaces
-1 book

LM9

Detect Agents in Air
Detect liquid agents in aerosols
- 1 box

LM256

Air Sampler
Detect the presence of nerve, blood or blister agents in air
- 6 units

LM272

Analyze Water for Agents
Determine if water has been contaminated with nerve, blood or
blister agents at drinking water levels
- 6 test packs

LM295

Decontamination Glove
Decontaminate personal equipment
- 6 packs

Training
Manual

Step-by-step instructions included in every
KeyDefense™ Kit on how to use each product

Meets or exceeds
designated threshold
levels of detection
outlined in U.S. Military
specifications

Used in the field for
over 35 years. No
batteries or
calibration... ever

5-year shelf life

Carrying
Case

Easy-to-use, easy-to-carry nylon bag

Need refills?
Individual KeyDefense™ modules are readily available.
Need help managing your inventory?
Ask us how we can help track your chemical agent response supplies.

Call

Easy-to-carry,
easy-to-use

Luxfer Magtech Inc. has been providing chemical detection and
decontamination products to the U.S. Military since 1979. These products are
being made available for the first time under the KeyDefense™ brand name to
emergency responders.

KeyDefense™ is manufactured and marketed by Luxfer Magtech Inc.
(LMI), a wholly owned subsidiary of the Luxfer Group. From locations in
Riverhead, New York, and Cincinnati, Ohio, LMI produces:
•

Chemical agent detection and decontamination products for use by military
and civilian agencies.
Magnesium-based heating devices for self-heating meals used by the U.S.
Military with Meals, Ready-to-Eat™ in the field.

•

Extensive line of self-heating meals, soups and beverages. HeaterMeals®
and Cafe2Go® products are used by the military, the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA), the Red Cross and many other disasterrelief agencies. Our product lines are favorites of first responders around
the world, as well as campers, hikers and other outdoor enthusiasts.

•

Van Ben™ seawater desalination kits.

